
LESSON PLANS - Week 8

Week of September 12th - September 16th 2022

Teacher: Barrett Taylor Class: French 3

Weekly Objectives: Vocabulary: Clothing. Grammar: Object Pronouns; demonstrative
pronouns and adjectives; stressed pronouns. Culture: Fashion industry in France.

Monday

Bellringer: Rewrite sentences using direct and indirect pronouns.

Anticipatory Set: TTW engage the class in a language-learning technique that enables the learner to
quickly produce fluent thoughts in French.

Essential Question: What is purpose of pronouns? Are they necessary?

Procedures: TTW play a video that TSW watch to answer comprehension questions. TSW pair up to go
through a stack of flashcards containing clothing vocabulary. TSW complete partner activities discussing
clothing and replacing the clothing items with the correct direct object pronoun.

Assessment: Check student output during sentence-structure activity.

Closure: Students will go around the room and give a classmate a verb and ask them to conjugate it for a
particular subject pronoun.

Tuesday

Bellringer: Match images of clothing terms with the word for each.

Anticipatory Set: TTW engage the class in a language-learning technique that enables the learner to
quickly produce fluent thoughts in French.

Essential Questions: What are the general differences of French and American attitudes toward clothing?

Procedures: TTW distribute worksheets to be completed in pairs where TSW answer various types of
questions about fashion in French. The class will discuss the feminine and masculine forms of articles of
clothing and TTW model how to ask someone about their style preference and what they like to wear. TTW
explain how to use direct and indirect objects with verbs and TSW practice this skill  independently. TSW
continue to work on poems.

Assessment: TTW check student answers.

Closure: Student-led “beret” conversations.

Wednesday

Bellringer: Define vocabulary words that were covered last week.



Anticipatory Set: TTW engage the class in a language-learning technique that enables the learner to
quickly produce fluent thoughts in French.

Essential Question: How many different types of pronouns are there?

Procedures: TTW discuss the pronunciations of vowels with accents versus vowels without them. TTW
read aloud different words that TSW spell on paper paying attention to pronunciation. TSW complete
worksheet where the verb endings are missing and they must identify the appropriate ending based on the
given subject. TSW take out cards labeled with different elements of a sentence and arrange them in the
correct order based on what the teacher says. TSW go through flashcards of different fashion words.

Assessment: Check student answers for the sentence structure activity.

Closure: Have students go 1 v. 1. on identifying clothing types based on the image displayed on board.

Thursday

Bellringer: Unscramble words to form a logical sentence.

Anticipatory Set: TTW engage the class in a language-learning technique that enables the learner to
quickly produce fluent thoughts in French.

Essential Question: Are all pronouns treated the same in terms of placement in a sentence?

Procedures: TSW complete a reading comprehension activity on clothing. TSW complete a cloze activity
covering the unit’s grammar and vocabulary. TSW play a sentence structure game where they have to
arrange sentences in the correct order.

Assessment: Collect responses to the reading and grade.

Closure: Play around the world with various topics covered this week.

Friday

Bellringer: What is a crepe?

Anticipatory Set: Teacher lead “beret” conversations

Essential Question: What food is France known for?

Procedures: The French and culinary students are working together today to prepare crepes in the
culinary kitchen.

Assessment: Review sheet that students will work on while eating crepes.

Closure: TTW ask students what they are doing for the weekend in French and they will respond in French.


